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Abstract. We consider matrix transformation of the conjugate series of a

Fourier series. Necessary and sufficient conditions on the function, generat-

ing the Fourier series, as well as on the method of the transformation have been

obtained for absolute summability of the transformed series.

1. Introduction and main result

Let A = (an¡k) be the matrix of a series-to-series transformation, where ânk

are real or complex numbers. A series J2n>0 a„ is said to be summable A if

an = Jlk>odn,kak exists for all « and 2^n>oa" is convergent. If a„ exists

for all « and ]£n>o Ia« I < °° >tnen tne series Yln>oan is said to De absolutely

summable A or \A\ summable. The matrix A is absolutely conservative, i.e., it

transforms an absolutely convergent series to an absolutely convergent series if

2^n>o \dn,k\ — 0(1) f°r all k . Let p = {p„} be the sequence of constants, real

or complex, such that P„ = po +px H-Ypn # 0. The Nörlund matrix, denoted

by (Ñ, p), is the matrix A with â„,k=P(n,k) = P„_k/P„-P„_k_x/Pn-X for

0 < k < n, P(0, 0) = 0, and P(n,k) = 0 for k > «. The matrix (Ñ, p)
reduces to the (C, a) matrix if

pn=Aan-x,    where (1 - z)~a'1 =^Aanz"    (\z\ < I, a>-I).

n>0

In what follows we write Apn = pn - Pn+\ ', S and T denote the class of

sequences p  for which J2n>kl/(n\Pn\) = 0(l/Pk),  k = 1,2,3,...,   and

Y!k=\ k\&pk\ = 0(Pn), respectively; P* = Y!k=o\Pk\\ K denotes a positive
constant which is not necessarily the same at each occurrence.

Let / be an L integrable, periodic function with period 2n . BV denotes the
set of functions of bounded variation in the interval (0, 27t). We say / e IC
if

/  \y/(t)\rxdt<œ,        y/(t) = f(x + t) - f(x - t).
Jo
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By A £ (BV -> |F|) we mean that the Fourier series J2n>o-^n(x) of f(x),

f £ BV, is \A\ summable. Similarly, A £ (BV -+ |F|) means that the conjugate

Fourier series \)2n>0Bn(x) of f(x), /eBV,is \A\ summable.

Concerning (Ñ, p) £ (BV -► |F|), Pati [7] proved

Theorem A. Let the positive sequence p be such that {(« + l)pn/Pn} and

{Y!k=opkl{kpn)} are of bounded variation. Then (Ñ, p) £ (BV - \F\), //
felC.

For the Fourier series the following is known ([1, Theorem G]; see also [3, 4,

6]).

Theorem B. Let p£Sc\T. Then (Ñ, p) £ (BV -» \F\).

From Theorems A and B we see that in the former case an additional con-

dition on /, viz. / £ IC, is assumed. The requirement of this additional

condition for a particular case was shown by Kumar [5] in the following form.

Theorem C. Let p be a nonnegative nonincreasing sequence £S. Then (N, p)

£(BV^\F\)&f£lC.

A necessary condition on p such that (Ñ, p) £ (EV -> \F\) has been investi-

gated in [4, Theorem 8]. In the present paper we investigate what are necessary

conditions on the sequence p and the function / for (N, p) £ (BV —► |F|).
We first consider a general series-to-series matrix transformation and obtain

Theorem 1. If Â£ (BV -> \F\), then

E
n

r(n)>m

Eân, k /   _ \r(n) -/c|\

k     \ m+l    )
k

r(n)-m<k<r(n)+m

= 0(1),        m>l,

where r(n) is any sequence contained in No.

2. Lemmas

We make use of the following results in this paper.

Lemma 1. Let y/(t) be a function of bounded variation in [0, n], and let for

n> 1

En = {t: \y/(t)\ is continuous at t £ [n/n, n/(n - 1))}.

Then there exist 6„ and 6'„ e E„ such that for all x £ En

W(0n)\- Ln  <W(x)\<\¥(d'n)\+  X-,

and

£>(0„)|/!-1 < oo & Yl 1^)1""' <°o*f£lC.
n>2 n>2
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Lemma 1 is contained in [5, Lemma 4].

Lemma 2. Let p £ T. Then

(i) E„>k\P(n,k)\<K, k>0;
(ii) npn = 0(Pn);

(iii) P2„~Pn~P*;
(iv) En>,\P(^,k)\<Kk(p-k+l)-x

(v) T,"k=l\P(n,k)\ = 0(l).

Proof. That the results (i) and (ii) and the fact that P* = 0(P„) follow from

p £ T are contained in [1, Lemmas 4 and 1(b)]. In view of the result [2, Lemma

1], (iii) follows from (ii) and the fact that P* = 0(P„). In order to prove (iv),

we write

P >k> 1;

Y,\P(n,k)\< £
n>p n>n

(Pn - Pn-k) - (Pn-\ - Pn-k-\)

+ E Pn(Pn-

Pn

Pn-k-h

n>u '

n-1

Pr,Pn^n-l

Apr

íEE.f ^EaktEfc-i-
n>pr=n-k n>ß r=\

We consider a typical term, i.e., the term corresponding to r = n-j, 1 < j < k,

of the first sum. In virtue of Lemma 2(iii) and (ii), we have |A[l/((« + 1)F„*)]| <

K/\(n+ l)2P„\ and Pn+j ~ P;+] ~ P„*. For N -» oo, we obtain by Abel's

transformation

n=u

&Pn-j

Pn
<

N-j

n=p-j

N-j

\APn\

^E (^)WE(^ i)iap*i
n=pi-j '  '      ' fc=l

1 "_;
+ ,.,     • .--.      -$>+l)|A^|

(N-j + 2)P*N_]+{^

+
1 /i-;'-i

<„_,■ + !)/»- E(* + i>I4p*I
\f*    J T íl1 P-J   k=x

<
K

(P-J+I)'

since p £ T. In view of this and Lemma 2(ii), we get

Y \P(n, k)\ < Kk/{p -k+l) + KkY !/("(« - k + 1)) < Kk/(p -k+l),
n>/i n>p

since Zn>ßl/(n(n-k + l))<2Y:n>ul/((n-k + 2)(n-k + l)) = 2/(p-k+l).
The last part follows from Lemma 2(ii) and (iii) and the identity P(n, k) =

p„-k/P„ - pnP„-k-X/(PnPn - 1). This completes the proof of the lemma.
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3. Proof of Theorem 1

Writing
2  fn 2    [n

Bk(x) = -      y/(t)sinktdt = --¡—      (I - coskt)dyz(t),
n Jo kit J0

we see that Âe (BV -► |F|) if and only if

in E
n>\

m

< OC.

Define 0„,„(/) = Et. à„,kBk(0),

-, .     ^l-cos/cr  .   .        ^ sin2(fcí/2)  .   .
•Mx) = 2^-öl-Sln ^ = zL-,        sin Acx.

jt=i fe=i

Then (cf. [4, p. 102])

and hence

|^,m(/)|<C„Var/

kt\
m   -

Ean,k   ■   2
TSmI

k=\

<cCn.

where c = sup, Var / < oo . Since A £ (BV —> |F|), we have

]T I lim (/>„,„,(/)
n>l

< OO

for every 2n periodic / e BV. Hence, by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem,
Enenlimm0„)m(/), where en £ {1,-1}, is a bounded linear functional in
BV, so

Ellimtpn m(f)  <DVarf   for some D > 0.
m '

n>l

Replacing / by / in this inequality yields

(2) supE
n>\

E
fc>i

~k-sm T < oo.

Let Km(x) = \ + Er=i(l - ^rr)cos/x . We have

r{n)+m

COS(r(n)x)Km(x) =     E     f1-1^^1)
i=r(n)-m

COSZX

For every sequence {e„} and for all large values of N we write

/= y"Vm(o(f>cos(r(«)0£^(l-costo)) dt

N r(n)+m

k>\

\k-r\
- 8Z.e«   z.     k   y     m + l  )'
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since Jo*cos it sin2(kt/2)dt = f for i = k, and zero otherwise. By the fact
that the integral of Km(t) over (-n, n) = n, we see that (2) implies that

/ = 0(1). The theorem follows as / = 0(1) for every choice of {e„} .

4. Theorem 2 and its proof

Using the above result we prove the following for the Nörlund matrix. For

the sake of convenience we say p £ S' if

(3) E
i

m\Pn\

m       p
E^k

n-l
k=0

= 0(1),       m=l,2,
n>2m

Theorem 2. Let p £ T. Then

(i)   (N,p)£(BV^\F\)^p£S';

(ii)   (N,p)£(BV^\F\)^f£lC ifP£S;
(iii)  / € IC and p £ S => (Ñ, p) £ (BV - \F\).

Remark. If p is real, p £ S' is equivalent to p £ S for p £ T, because (cf. [4,

p. 112]) the sequence {P„} , for sufficiently large « , has a fixed sign. In view

of Lemma 2(iii), (3) implies

n>2m k=0

and this gives that

[m/2]

^ mn\Pn,
n>2m '   "' k=[m/2]

E 1 = o(i).

This is equivalent to p £ S by Lemma 2(iii). It is direct to see that, even if p
is complex, p £ S implies p £ S'. Thus, if p is real and 6 T, then

(4) (N,p)£(BV^\F\)^f£lC andp£S.

Proof of Theorem 2. Letting r(n) = « and m = x = [n/t] in Theorem 1, we

find that a necessary condition for (N, p) £ (BV —> |JF|) is

E=E
«>2t

E
k=n—t

P(n,k) n-k\

T+ 1 )
= 0(1).

Writing P(n, k) = pn-k/Pn - Pn-k-iPn/(PnPn-i) and using that npn = 0(Pn),

we get

E>-Eî7TÎ
n>2z

(t+DIA E
k=0

[z-k + l)pk

n-k
-E K     *(X-k + l)\Pk_x\

n>2.n\P"\£»    («-*)(*+ D    '

By Lemma 2(iii), the second sum < K ])2n>2T r/((« - t)«) = 0(1). Since
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E-^d+im k=0

Pk

n - k

y I j, (?-k)\Pk\_
¿T(T+1)|P„|¿(«-/C)(«-/C-1)       U{   >

Again the second sum is bounded by virtue that P* = 0(Pn). Since ¿Z = 0(1),

we get that p £ S'.
In order to prove the necessity of / £ IC, we write

(5)     Bk(x) = ~ ! "sin2 %- dy/(t) + ^I^A + 1. f cos kt dtp (t),
kit Jo 2 kn        kn Jg

where the 9„ 's are numbers considered in Lemma 1.

We proceed to estimate

r$" r— P(n,k)  . 2kt£. = E«>int. sin" — } dy/{t)
0    1^ )

(6) £2=Elv(ö")l
n>\

f-     k
k=l

^3-E
n>l rteP(«,/c)

cos/c? > £¿V(í)

(7)

Since y/(t) £ BV, t < n/(n - 1), and | sin 6\ < KQ, we get by Lemma 2(i)

E.Sjfi^ioiEÊ^^
n=2 *:=1

T+l

<K f \dV(t)\t2YkY,\P(n,k)\<K.
Jo rrí   rzi*:=1      «=*:

Suppose V is any arbitrary large number. In view of Lemma 2(i), we find
that

E2>
k=2n=2

N    .    N

E^Ei^0")!^"^) -
Zc=2      n=k

E¿í>i^)i^ + E
k=2      n=k

Y\<f(0n)\\P(n,l)\
n=2

meN+l)\PN-k

k=2
k

k=2      n=k

-0(1)
kPN

2^-      —¡r -2Lj2^*\v(ön)\-jn-

\y/(dN+x)\PN-k+ E
k = 2

kPN
-0(1)
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>E^P-EiA^)i¿
k=2

N

-E>(0*+i)i

n=2 k=2

Pn - Pn-k

Pn - Pn-k

kPn

k=2
kPN

-0(1).

From Lemma 2(ii) and (iii) we see that

in/2]

k=\

Pn - Pn-h

kPn

[n/2] .  k-\   „ ln/2]

^ErE ^  <KT,-^-r<K
tkf=t p"    kn-k

and

E
k=[n/2]

\P„ - P„-k\

k\P„\
<*E UK-

k=[n/2]

Consequently, ¿Z2 > ¿Zk=2 l£^i-0(l), since y/(t)£BV. Hence from Lemma
1 we get

(8) £2<oo=>/eIC.

Let N he a number tending to oo, and assume / £ IC. We have

E2<ÊwMElffi^+Ê^Êi"(».*)i
n=2 k=[n/2]n=2 k=\

[N/2] ,     N

^ E^Ei^ö")ii/'("'Ä:)i + 0(1)
k=\       n=2k

by Lemmas 2(v) and 1. Writing the inner sum of the first term as

N N N+\

J2 W(Bn)P(n, k)\ = - £ A\W(0n)\ £ \P(r, k)\
n=2k n=2k r=n+l

N+l

+ \¥(02k)\ E \P(r> W - \v(0n+i)P(N+ I, k)\
r=2k

and using Lemma 2(i), (iv), and (v), we obtain

IN/2] ,      N ,

(9)

E2<^E,Ei^(M^i+^EMP+°(1)
k=\       n=2k k=\k=\       n=2k

ln/2]

< tf ¿ \*V(6n)\ ¿ -4t + 0(1) = O(l).
n=\ k=\

To prove that £3 < o°, it is sufficient to show that for 0 < t < n

n

(10) E
n>z

Yp(n,k)k-X costo
fe=i

0(1).
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We estimate the sum in ( 10) in parts. The following sum with t = 1 is bounded

by Lemma 2(i); for t > 1 we get by Lemma 2(i) and (iv)

(11)

Also,

(12)

E
n>x

EP(n, k) cos kt
k

k=\

VIA x    \   .

* E + E   ¿S>(«.*)i
\*:=1      k=[T/2]J        n>x

[T/2]

^—k+K = °M-
k=l

E £ p(".*)
costo

fc=T+l
<EeI>(",*)i = 0(i).

k=x      n=k

By Abel's transformation and Lemma 2(i), we have

costos=E
n>2r

E p(">k)-
k=x+l

< f{EEl
ln>2r   k=x

Pn-k      Pn-k-\

Pn ^i-l
+ ££

«>2t k=x

|   y,|f(n,r+l)| | y.

if EE
Vn>2x k=x

n>2x

Pn-k -Pn-k-l

n>2x

n

kPn +££
" n>2T*=

+ EfiEip(«^)I + E

\P(n,k)\
k2

\P(n,n-z)\

n-x

PnPn-k-l

k2
k>x        n>k n>2x

kPnPn-l

Px

+ E
n>2x

(n - r)Pn

Px-\Pn

PnPn-X(n-T)

K
[1/2]

<-7  EE
n>2r k=x

Pn-k - Pn-k-l

kPn

+ E i
E    \Pn-k - Pn-k-

n>2x    '   "' k=[n/2]

[n/2]

+ EE
n>2i k=x

PnPn-k-\

kPnP,n^n-\
+ E E

n>2xk=[n/2]

PnPn-k-l

kPnPn-

+^^iE^ + °(1)
„^, n\rn\

+ 0(1)

by Lemma 2(ii) and (iii) and the fact that ¿Zk>m>o k 2 < 2m  x .   Applying

change of the order of summation in the first term and the facts that np„ =
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0(Pn) and p £ S, we obtain
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4ÍE1E
\\k>x      n>2k

Pn-k - Pn-k-l

Pn

[«/2]+l

n>2r

n

+ Efc E „(„_A:) + E n2   E
/c>t      n>2/t     v '       n>2r        k=[n/2]

Pn-k-l

Pn-X
+ 0(1).

Since P* = 0(Pn), we have

(13) sfÍElE
(it>T      /!>*;

Ap«-

Zc>t n>k k>x

0(1)

by the following inequality obtained in the proof of Lemma 2 and the fact that

p£S
\APn-l\  KK

n>p \Pn\ P
P>1.

Lastly,

E
n>2r

E    p(n>k)
costo

k=n-x+l

^*Ei E ip(«^)i
n>2x     k=n-x

(14)
n>2r     k=n-x

<kT- Y  ^ +kT- V
n>2x     k=n-x

PnPn- k-l

PnPn-l

h^Ot    V        I        "I' «Sirn>2r v   '   "" n>2r

by virtue of p £ S. Combining (11)—( 14), we get (10). Hence

(15) E3<°°-

From (5) and (6) we can see that the expression in (1) lies between | £21 -

I Ei I - I E31 and I Ei I + I E2 I + I E31 • Further, (7) and (15) give that
Ei +E3 < °° if P e T n S, while (8) and (9) imply that £2 < °° if and
only if / £ IC whenever p £ TnS. Hence we get (ii) and (iii) of the theorem.

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Combining [4, Theorem 8 and Remarks, p. 112] and (4), we obtain

Theorem 3. Let p be real and £ T. Then

(N,p)£ (BV - |F|) &(N,p)£ (BV -+ \F\) and f £ IC.
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